Use of flying site in line with latest Government Covid -19 recommendations May 2020.

1. The minimum 2 metre social distance rule must be adhered to at all times.
2. No member must go to the site if they have tested positive / are showing symptom’s for covid-19
until they have self-isolated for 14 days from the test result / onset of symptoms or been tested
negative for covid-19, the club will rely on members integrity on this subject.
3. The amount of members that may use the site at any one time must be in line with the latest
government social distance information relating to household persons, non-household family
persons and non-related persons. An e-mail will sent to members advising of this number until all
restrictions are lifted.
4. The use of face masks is optional as is the use of hand sanitiser.
5. A minimum car width must be made between parked vehicles; this may mean having one or more
lines of parked vehicles.
6. Only two aircraft may be in the air at any one time, to maintain the 2 metre social distance rule at
the pilot box for verbal communication during take-off and landing.
7. It is recommended that members only carry/ move their own models to and from the flight line;
any assistance needed must be at the discretion of the requested member.
8. Until social distance measures are cancelled their will be no buddy box flying or assisted training.
9. Your membership card should be with you as proof of club membership in case any authorised
government person queries your access to the site.
10. Members must use the forum to advise they intend to use the site on any particular day, for
those who cannot use the forum please send a text / phone call (07919994086) to the Secretary the
day before, this will enable the secretary to add you to the forum list. To help maximise site use an
approximate arrival and departure time would enable members to go at different times during
daylight.
11. Ultimately, it has to be the individual club members decision whether to go flying or not and to
take responsibility for their own and other club members health and safety.
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